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Gentle Dominion of the Divine Will 

July 13 

 

V. The Spirit and the Church in the Last Days (CCC) 
The Holy Spirit—God’s gift 

736 By this power of the Spirit, God’s children can bear much fruit. He who has 
grafted us onto the true vine will make us bear “the fruit of the Spirit: . . . love, joy, 

peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control.”129 
 

Psalms 85:5 
For thou, O Lord, art sweet and mild: and plenteous in mercy to all that call upon 

thee. 
 

From the Book of Heaven 
V19 – Aug. 14, 1926 – “…My manifestations about It will be like the balm which 
will heal the wounds produced by the human will.  Those who will have the good 
of knowing them will feel a new life of light, of grace, of strength flow within them, 
to fulfill My Will in everything.  Not only this, but in comprehending the great evil 
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of their own will, they will abhor it and will shake themselves from the yoke, so very 
hard, of the human will, to place themselves under the gentle Dominion of Mine…” 
 

V30 – Jan. 12, 1932 - “My daughter, when My Divine Will Operates in the soul, one 

knows it immediately:  as It Operates, It lays in the human being Gentleness, 

Sweetness, Peace, Fortitude, Firmness; before It Operates, It blows into it and 

Impresses in it Its Omnipotent Fiat, that extends Its Heaven around the Work It 

wants to do…” 

V30 – Jan. 17, 1932 - “In sum, the creature feels carried by the Dominion of the 

Divine Will; and while she is dominated, she becomes Dominator of herself, of her 

acts, and of the very Divine Will, that is such that, while It Dominates and Rules, Its 

Gentleness, Strength and Sweetness are so great, that It identifies Itself with the 

creature and wants her to Dominate along, because Its Dominion is Peaceful, and 

to each of the acts that the creature does It gives Its Kiss of Dominating Peace.  This 

Kiss, Gentleness and Sweetness, enraptures the human will in the Divine, and they 

extend the Dominion together to form the Divine Kingdom in the depth of the 

soul…” 

V30 – May 30, 1932 – “…only My Will that gives Itself as continuous Life, forms 

the sweet Enchantment to the passions, to the miseries, and forms there the 

opposite acts of Sanctity, of Strength, of Light, of Love, in the evils of the creatures, 

in a way that the human volition, feeling the sweet Enchantment, feels flowing in 

its evils the Beautiful, the Good, the Holy of the continuous Act of Life that My Will 

gives to her under Its gentle and sweet Empire…” 

FIAT! 


